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Abstract

In this paper, we describe an ongoing research to develop an HPSG-
based treebank for Persian. To this aim, we use a bootstrapping ap-
proach for the data annotation. In the �rst step, a set of seed rules
are de�ned as regular expressions in the CLaRK system. Then, the
data is shallow processed with this set of rules. In the next step, a
human annotator completes the annotation of sentences manually. To
increase automatic annotation, we extract the manual applied rules and
iteratively augment the seed rules with the rules applied frequently in
the manual annotation. Our experiment in building the Persian tree-
bank which currently contains 1000 sentences shows that the proposed
method reduces human intervention from 74.05% in �rst iterations to
39.01% in last iterations.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays the importance of availability or development of annotated
data becomes crucial to feed linguistic investigation and also to pave
the way for data driven approaches in human language technologies.
Some languages like English and German are given a great amount of
consideration which results to various types of data sources; while some
other languages like Persian are less developed in terms of availability
of annotated data. We aim to bridge the gap and start to develop a
Persian treebank used for (computational) linguistic applications.

One advantage of using data-driven analyses is that a bootstrapping
process can be used. Therefore, growing the size of the annotated data
makes a steadily improvement on the performance. In our research, we
use a bootstrapping process for developing a Persian treebank.

Generally, treebank development can be theory independent or it can
be dependent on a linguistic theory. If the latter approach is chosen,
then based on the selected grammar formalism various treebanks might
be developed for a speci�c language; such as CFG (Marcus et al., 1993),
DG (Rambow et al., 2002), HPSG (Oepen et al., 2002), LFG (Cahill
et al., 2002), LTAG (Shen and Joshi, 2004), and CCG (Hockenamier
and Steedman, 2007) treebanks developed for English.

Moreover, taking the advantage of a bootstrapping approach, this
method is utilized in developing mono-lingual treebanks (Huang et al.,
2000, Nivre and Megyesi, 2007, Dridan and Baldwin, 2010) and even
parallel treebanks (Volk and Samuelsson, 2004).

Unfortunately, Persian is not rich in terms of availability of data
sources and tools to process this language. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no public available treebank for Persian; therefore, there are no
tools at hand for data annotation, statistical parser, nor gold standard
data for evaluation. As a result, we should create the treebank from
scratch. These lacks, which make the processing of this language hard,
motivated us to develop the Persian treebank and make it publicly
available2.

The HPSG (Pollard and Sag, 1994) properties and also the recent
available methodologies for Persian HPSG at both theoretical level
(Taghvaipour, 2005, Samvelian, 2007, Samvelian and Tseng, 2010) and
system development level (Müller, 2010, Müller and Ghayoomi, 2010)
motivated us to choose this formalism as the backbone of our treebank.

The structure of the paper is as follows: after introducing the data
and the tool in Section 2, a bootstrapping algorithm will be described in

2The developed Persian treebank is accessible from this link:
http://hpsg.fu-berlin.de/∼ghayoomi/PTB.html
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Section 3. Section 4 deals with the methodology used in the treebank
development. Section 5 is devoted to the experimental results. And
�nally, the paper will be summarized in Section 6.

2 The Data Source and Tool

In our research, we use the freely accessible Bijankhan Corpus3. The
register of this corpus is written texts such as magazine, book, and
newspaper; and it contains around 2.5 million word tokens. Bijankhan
Corpus is a sub-corpus of Peykare (Bijankhan, 2004, Bijankhan et al.,
2011) which is tagged automatically based on the EAGLES guidelines
(Mohseni and Minaei-bidgoli, 2010).

For our study, we selected the �rst 1000 sentences with the total
size of 27731 word tokens from Bijankhan corpus. This small fraction
of data is used to start the �rst phase of our treebank development. Of
course, our aim is to develop a comprehensive data source for Persian.

To ease the annotation process, we bene�t the CLaRK system de-
signed to create the BulTreeBank (Simov et al., 2001). The system is an
XML-based tool used for data annotation which helps the annotator by
minimizing the human work. All XML documents are controlled with
a DTD. The DTD plays two roles in the system: 1) it represents the
sort hierarchy similar to TRALE (Meurers et al., 2002); 2) it functions
as a constraint on dominance schemas in HPSG. It should be added
that there are no feature structures in the system but basic proper-
ties of HPSG such as structure sharing, de�ning the type of depen-
dents (subject, complement, adjunct) by using the dominance schemas
(head-subject, head-complement, head-adjunct), and even binding the
slashed elements via head-�ller schema are simulated.

There is a deterministic �nite state automaton behind CLaRK.
When a rule is de�ned as a Regular Expression (RE) to be applied
on the XML document, �rstly the expression is translated to an au-
tomaton, and then to an XPath query language.
The grammar de�ned in CLaRK is based on Abney's cascaded gram-
mar (Abney, 1996); i.e. the output of one rule is the input to another
rule and in each rule only a fraction of data and not the whole string
is annotated. Consequently, there is an order and a hierarchy on the
rules.

Figure 1 represents the parse analysis of sentence (1) developed by
the CLaRK system:

3http://ece.ut.ac.ir/dbrg/bijankhan/
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(1) ميزند. پيوند رويا و تخيل با را واقعيت دنياي كه است هنرمندي بورن

born
Born

honarmand-i
artist-Iin�ection

ast
is

ke
that

dony	aye
world-EZ

v	aq?iyyat
reality

r	a

R	A

b	a
with

taxayyol
imagination

va
and

ro?y	a
dream

peyvand
link

mi-zan-ad.
IMPF-hit-3SG

`Born is an artist who links the real world with imagination and
dream.'

FIGURE 1 Parse analysis of sentence (1) from Bijankhan corpus
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3 Bootstrapping the Treebank Development

To de�ne rules as REs in CLaRK, we established a bootstrapping pro-
cess introduced in Algorithm 1 to speed up the treebank development.

Algorithm 1 Bootstrapping Process in Treebank Development

Input: Set of Sentences from Bijankhan corpus,
Set of Seed Rules Rs de�ned in CLaRK

while all sentences are added to the treebank do
Choose N sentences S from the corpus
Use Rs to annotate S automatically
Complete the annotation of S manually
Add the annotated S to Treebank T
Extract all applied manual rules Rm from T
Select the K most frequent rules from Rm

De�ne the K selected rules as REs in CLaRK
Augment Rs with the K selected rules and remove them from Rm

end while

In this approach, the total 1000 sentences of our data set are pre-
processed to realize multi tokens. Then, to provide the seed rules (Rs)
and start the annotation process, bigrams which construct constituents
are de�ned as REs in CLaRK. Using bigrams to de�ne seed rules is de-
scribed in Section 1.4.2. The result of applying Rs is shallow processing
of the sentences. These rules are used to annotate the �rst 50 sentences
of the data set. The result of these applied rules are checked not to
over-generate. In case of over-generation, constraints are imposed on
them to limit their domain to the local context.

After de�ning seed rules, the bootstrapping process is initialized. To
this aim, the remained sentences (950 sentences) are segmented into
sets containing N sentences (N=10 ). In each iteration, the N sen-
tences are annotated automatically with seed rules. The next step is
manual annotation to have complete analyses of the sentences. In this
step, we extract the manual rules (Rm) applied to annotated sentences.
The extracted manual rules are sorted in a descending order of their
frequency. Then, the K most frequent rules (K=5 ) are selected and
de�ned as new REs in CLaRK. Rs is augmented with the newly se-
lected rules from Rm. Finally, the modi�ed version of Rs is used for
next iterations. The bootstrapping process continues iteratively and it
terminates when the total 950 sentences are annotated completely.
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TABLE 1 Conversion of original POS tag into MulText-East framework

Persian word Transliteration Meaning Original tag Converted tag

چك £ek/£ak cheque;check/whack N,COM,SING Ncs−−
چك £ek-e/£ak-e cheque/whack N,COM,SING,EZ Ncs−z
چك £ek Czeck N,PR,SING Nas−−
چك £ek Czeck N,PR,SING,LOC Nask−

4 Methodology of the Treebank Development

1.4.1 De�ning a New Tag Format

We found two shortcomings on the format of the POS tags in the cor-
pus used for our research. As can be seen in Table 1, the length of the
tags and the position that a certain information is declared are not
�xed. To solve this problem, the original tags were converted into the
MulText-East4 framework to encode the morpho-syntactic and seman-
tic information as a single tag. In this new tag format, the length of a
tag with respect to its main syntactic category is �xed and each posi-
tion in the tag corresponds to one speci�c feature of the word5. If an
information is unspeci�ed, then the symbol `−' is used.

1.4.2 Steps of Data Annotation

Pre-processing Step

Processing a Persian text (written or spoken) requires a lot of pre-
processing (Ghayoomi et al., 2010). In addition, the problem of multi-
tokens (Atashgah and Bijankhan, 2009, Ghayoomi and Müller, 2011)
must be resolved.

It is totally natural that the POS tag of a certain word be changed
depending on a di�erent context. Therefore, we tried to collect and
store as much lexical information as possible for each lexical item from
the corpus. To store this information, we de�ned two attributes for each
word: `gc' (global context) attribute which contains the various POS
tags of a word in di�erent contexts; and `lc' (local context) attribute
which represents the POS tag of the word in the local context.

We also lemmatized the word forms by removing the in�ectional
su�xes of nouns and adjectives automatically such as plural, Ezafe
and inde�nite clitics (if written), comparative, and superlative su�xes.

4http://nl.ijs.si/ME/
5This is the order of information presented for nouns: the main POS as noun

(N); type (common (c)/proper (a)); number (singular (s)/plural (l)); semantic in-
formation mostly used to disambiguate homographs such as location (k); presence
of clitics (Ezafe (z)/inde�nite (y))
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Since Persian has borrowed a lot of Arabic words, irregularities for plu-
ral form of nouns, and superlative and comparative forms of adjectives
are unavoidable. These cases are lemmatized semi-automatically. More-
over, the in�nitive forms, and the past and present stems of the verbs
are de�ned semi-automatically.

Examples 2 and 3 display the available meta-information for the
noun چك /£ek/ `Czech' and the verb دادن /d	adan/ `give'.

(2) <w gc=�Nas−− ; Nask- ; Ncs−− ; Ncs−z� lc=�Nask−�
clitic=�empty� ne_sort=�loc� lemma=� چك �> چك </w>

(3) <w gc=�Nas−− ; Ncs−− ; Ncs−z ; Vpyssht− − −�
lc=�Vpyssht−−−� clitic=�empty� inf_form=دادن�� past_stem=داد��
pres_stem=داد<�ده�</w>6

To have a multi-functional data resource, we de�ned the types of named
entities. Five named entities like `person', `location', `organization', `time',
and `other' are de�ned in the data set. It should be added that the name
entity `time' refers to any time expressions and dates, contrary to BBN named
entity annotation7 in which they are realized separately.

So far, we provided as much lexical information as possible for each lexical
item since in HPSG a huge amount of lexical knowledge is required. This
information is useful for the next steps of data annotation.

Main-processing Step

In the main processing step, we shallow process Persian sentences. To this
aim, rules should be de�ned as REs and be ordered hierarchically in CLaRK.

For shallow processing, the frequent sequences of elements which con-
struct constituents are labeled. To initialize the bootstrapping process in
Algorithm 1, seed rules are de�ned in the system. To this aim, we extracted
bigrams from the corpus since we want to have binary branching. The ex-
tracted bigrams were in two formats: the bigrams of the POS tags only, and
the bigrams of the words with their corresponding POS tags. Based on these
two sources, the most frequent sequences of elements which construct a con-
stituent are good candidates to be de�ned as REs. سمت` (Ncs−z) به (E−)'
/be samt-e/ `towards/to' or سمت` (Ncs−z) از (E−)' /?az samt-e/ `from' are
two bigram examples which are used to de�ne RE−1 in Table 2. This ap-
proach ensures that the de�ned rules are frequent enough which cover a large
portion of data. To avoid over-generation, left and right contexts are taken

6This is the order of information available for verbs: the main POS as verb
(V); polarity (negative (n)/positive (p)); auxiliary (x) or main verb (y); type
(simple (s)/copulative (k)/in�nitive (i)); number (singular (s)/plural (l)); person
(�rst (o)/second (t)/third (h)); tense (present (s)/past (t)/future (u)); aspect (per-
fect (f)/imperfect (i)/cimperfect (q)); mood (subjunctive (u)/imperative (m)/past-
participle (p)); impersonal (n)

7http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Catalog/docs/LDC2005T33/BBN-Types-
Subtypes.html
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into consideration in de�ning REs and XPath queries. The de�ned rules are
then ordered hierarchically to have a cascaded grammar.

RE−1 in Table 2 is a RE to realize compound prepositions like سمت` 'به
/be samt-e/ `towards/to' or سمت` 'از /?az samt-e/ `from' which are con-
structed of a simple preposition such as 'به` /be/ `to' or 'از` /?az/ `from', and
the noun 'سمت` /samt/ `direction' marked with Ezafe. `E−' is the POS tag
of simple prepositions which are not marked with Ezafe. RE−2 is the RE
to realize a PP such that the output of RE−1 is the input to RE−2 and
the compound preposition is followed by a locative proper noun. Since the
noun is a complement dependent of the compound preposition, the product
is labeled as PPC.

TABLE 2 A sample of cascaded regular expressions to realize a PP

Left RE RE Right RE Return Markup

RE−1 <�E−�>,<� سمت �> <MP clitic=�ezafe�>\w</MP>
RE−2 <<MP>>,<�Nask−�> <PPC clitic=�empty�>\w</PPC>

Post-processing Step

In post-processing, a human annotator �nishes the annotation manually
based on an annotation scheme which is not described here due to lack of
space. In this step, the HPSG properties described in Section 2 are taken
into consideration.

Similar to (Marcus et al., 1993) and (Simov et al., 2002), only one analysis
is provided for sentences with syntactic ambiguities; and this analysis relies
on the intuition of the annotator.

5 Experimental Results

After shallow processing of the �rst 50 sentences of the data set and check-
ing the result of the seed rules not over-generate, the annotation process is
completed manually. Annotating more data via a bootstrapping process, the
number of rules required to complete the annotation of each sentence man-
ually is recorded in each iteration. Figure 2 displays the human annotation
rate for each �ve iterations (each 50 sentences). As can be seen in the �gure,
as the number of the rules de�ned in the system grows, the human's e�ort
to annotate the data decreases steadily which results to reduction of human
intervention in developing the data source. In the �rst iterations of the boot-
strapping process, 74.05% of the analyses were done manually; while they
are reduced to 39.01% in the last iterations. Since the length of sentences
vary and longer sentences are more complicated than the shorter ones, the
presented results are normalized with respect to the length of the sentences.

While reducing the human annotation e�ort steadily, it is increased for
some sets of sentences, since their complexities are increased and they require
more e�ort for manual annotation. In further iterations, there is a gradual
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decrease in human annotation again which means that the de�ned rules of
the seen contexts are enough for analyzing.
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FIGURE 2 Human annotation rate in manual annotation

In Table 3, the coverage of the rules (automatic vs. manual) is reported.
To annotate this small treebank for Persian, for each sentence, which is in
average 27.67 words long, in average 15.84 rules that is around 57.25% of the
task are applied manually and the rest automatically.

TABLE 3 Summary of the bootstrapping result in the treebank development

num. of average length average num. of average num. of

sentences of sentences (words) automatic rules manual rules

1000 27.67 12.19 15.84

6 Summary

This paper described a bootstrapping process to develop a treebank for Per-
sian. Developing this annotated data was the �rst attempt for building a
Persian treebank based on the HPSG formalism as its backbone. De�ning a
set of seed rules as REs in CLaRK, it was used for automatic partial annota-
tion. Then, the annotation of the shallow processed sentences are completed
manually. In the next step, the manual applied rules are extracted and it-
eratively the seed rules are augmented with the rules applied frequently in
the manual annotation. The method used in our data annotation resulted
almost 35.04% reduction of human intervention in comparison to the �rst
iterations of data annotation. Based on the results, it can be concluded that
more seen contexts result to more rule de�nitions and gradual reduction of
human intervention for further data annotation.
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